WOG NAMES and CHARGES

Tracy   THAT'S EIGHT INCHES WOG (with a 2 inch measure bar) BLACK DOT WEARER

Charges: 1. Stealing long, erect, pilar‑like objects from Neptune's realm.
         2. Tampering with royal decrees from King Neptune's loyal Shellbacks
            by making editorial marks on them.
         3. Lascivious and unruly behavior in the submarine
         4. Having a size fixation (and actually believing her husband is well
            hung without having an adequate sample set for comparison
         5. Shamelessly exposing her frilly underwear by leaving them in 
            male shellbacks rooms.
         6. Wanton destruction of sample buckets
         7. Arrogantly walking the ship's passageways with noisy shoes.
         8. Insulting Shellbacks with questions as to the sanctity of this
            wholesome tribe of loyal King Neptune subjects.
         9. Spreading vile rumors of feces and bestiality in days of yore.

Eric   WINCH WOG         BLACK DOT WEARER

Charges: 1. Not taking radio communications on ship seriously enough during
            night operations.
         2. Forgetting to take sampling sheets while venturing in the sub
            into Neptune's realm.
         3. Not having faith in the water‑tightness of the submarine.
         4. Using trickery and witchcraft to beat loyal Shellbacks at Ping Pong.
         5. Probing and pricking King Neptune's domain with vile waxy and
            pointed objects.
         6. Speeding the hydrowinch through King Neptune's realm.

Linda   RAPUNZEL WOG
         1. Taking fire drills too seriously.
         2. Polluting Neptune's realm with large quantities of decorated 
            styrofoam.
         3. Loud and boisterous behavior, exacerbated with excessive
            laughter during the tranquil periods of meal hours.
         4. sitting in the Captain's Chair on the bridge
         5. Falsely presenting herself as an innocent young scientist while in
            reality being a nefarious temptress sent on this vessel to coerce
            the deck gang to repeatedly sand and paint the same spots on the 
            deck near where she suns herself.
         6. Referring to various parts of the ship using silly terminology.

Wen    SILENT WOG           BLACK DOT WEARER

Charges: 1. Co‑conspirator with Mario Wog in a multitude of acts against
            King Neptune and his loyal Shellbacks and of being a co-founder of 
            the "Pollywog Resistance Committee".
         2. Eating far too many eggs at breakfast
         3. Choosing really crummy videos.
         4. Unsuccessful at preventing the vile transgressions against the 
            Shellbacks of the Tropic Chump Wog.
         5. Transgression of computer work space in excess of the 100
            square inches allocated.
         6. Arriving late at fire drills, wasting the valuable time of
            loyal Shellbacks.

Beth   IS THE SUB LEAKING WOG?

Charges: 1. Murder of Neptune's Worms by formalin
         2. Not having faith in the water‑tightness of the submarine.
         3. Polluting Neptune's realm with large quantities of decorated
            styrofoam.
         4. Deserting New England in its time of need during its first
            winter storm.

Mario   BRAGGING‑TROPIC-SLOB WOG            DOUBLE BLACK DOT WEARER

Charges: 1. Defilement of multiple Shellback documents, including the ping
            pong tournament sheet.
         2. Refusal to communicate with mighty shellbacks via the ship's radio
            system during night operations.
         3. Insubordination to Mighty shellbacks on numerous occasions, 
            including rolling on the floor with a shellback who was 
            attempting to discipline him.
         4. Disobeying Shellback decrees.
         5. wearing the hard hat of a loyal shell back.
         6. Defilement of Rock Saw room and adjoining deck areas with rock 
            scraps and saw "muck" on multiple occasions.
         7. falsification of King Neptune's official decrees and certificates
         8. inciting other polliwogs to resist shellback decrees and even
            plotting against Shellbacks
         9. Forgetting which way is up during winch operations.
         10. Attempting to make time with King Neptune's Tour Guide!
         11. Disappearing when night program work was to be done.
         12. Playing with other Men's Underwear.
         13. Thinking he is a good ping pong player
         14. Ringleader of pollywog resistance commitee

Angie   FIRE ALARM WOG          BLACK DOT WEARER

Charges: 1. Sleeping through fire drills.
         2. Not sharing of pinball secrets with King Neptune's and his loyal
            Shellbacks
         3. Lascivious and unruly behavior in the submarine
         4. Mumbling to herself incoherently, particularly while holding up
            the galley meal lines.
         5. Using stolen mechanical pencils.
         6. Shamelessly exposing her frilly underwear by leaving them in 
            male shellbacks rooms.
         7. Flooding of neighbors staterooms with wild shower activities.
         8. Littering the computer lab with popcorn!
         9. Greasing up the keyboards with butter from same.
         10. Whining all the time like a damn scientist.
         11. Exhibiting hostile behavior towards Shellbacks, including  physical
             abuse up to and including "Palming the Pooter" of a Noble Shellback
             trying to instruct her regarding her many inadequacies. A heinous 
             crime, whether or not the Shellback enjoyed it.)
         12. Accused of being disrespectful of the good ship atlantis's foolproof
             Fire detection system
         13. Accused of tainting all food in the messdeck reefer with her stinky
            cheese

Karl   SPHERICAL ARCTIC SUNTAN WOG

Charges: 1. Undoing wax core bolts in a foreign fashion.
         2. Too proudly exposing his ample belly.
         3. Impersonating a Scotsman.
         4. Refusal to communicate with mighty shellbacks via the ship's radio
            system during night operations.
         5. Doing bad Sean Connery impersonations in an attempt to impress
            the ladies.

Bill   NO-GOOD-SENSE RETREAD WOG          BLACK DOT WEARER

Charges: 1. Not putting in enough hours on the computer.
         2. Having a negative attitude.
         3. Getting out of bed too late.
         4. Bizarre fixation with being a Wog, even after allegedly crossing                   the equator three other times.
         5. Old enough to know better wog
         6. Hiding Cruise Web Site on his Woggy Computer!

DSOG/ABE Folks:
==============

Matt N    WHISPERING DORK WOG           BLACK DOT WEARER

Charges: 1. Being too damn loud.
         2. Endeavoring to probe secrets of King Neptune's realm with
            incessant pinging.
         3. Line and anchor littering of Neptune's realm.
         4. Making threatening yet hollow remarks to Neptune's Shellbacks.
         5. Being a teadrinker and teetotaler
         6. Attempting to have sex with the dsl‑120
         7. Abusing the good ship Atlantis' dynamic positioning system
         8. Doing nothing for 40 days except eating the sherllbacks food

Rod     PINHEAD ACROBAT WOG
  
Charges: 1. Taking unauthorized swim calls.
         2. Complaining about water on the deck whenever loyal
            shell backs started the Avon.
         3. ABE abuser.
         4. Aiding and abetting wogs that enjoy probing and pricking
            Neptune's Realm by devising wireless miniature probes and
            prickers
         5. Participating in voyeuristic behavior to probe and image the
            Queens most private parts, disrespectfully referred to as
            the "crack of doom".
         6. Attaching rectal thermometers to Abe in search of sleeping whales.
         7. having been on countless cruises and failed to properly cross the 
            Equator.
         8. spending all his energy to send a flashing and squeaking alien
            robot down to Neptune's realm
         9. Wearing fur sweater on equator when everyone else goes naked.
         10.Has far too many "life in the islands" stories and smug smile \
            lines
         11. Attempting to have sex with ABE
         12. Mooning Bob waters on his first pilot dive‑through alvin's Window

Craig    CANUK PINK-FINGERNAIL CODE-HEAD WOG

Charges.  1. Having a hairdo like a seventies heavymetal roadie, nothing
             resembling a fine pilot.
          2. Infiltrating America as part of the great Canadian Invasion 
             Conspiracy and Working an American job without a green card.
          3. Cavorting with Perky Wog and Leaky Wog to defoliate Neptune's
             mussel gardens with recycled kitchen appliances.
          4. Stuffing his chops with so much Pineapples, he looked like a
             guilty CHIPMUNK.
          5. Spending too many hours poking and probing with wires and
             blinking instruments to the mystery of everyone else.
          6. In another life, guilty of raping and pillaging Neptune's
             sulfide treasures with a device affectionately known by
             its developers as "Remotely Operated Piece Of Shit" or "Rickety                    Old Piece of Shit".
          7. Claiming that because he was foolish enough to cross the Arctic
             Circle, thus becoming a brown nose (or some such silly 
             thing), he rated Exalted Shellback status, instead of 
             accepting that he was a low‑life, slimy wog!

Al Duester   DUMB HAT AND UGLY SOCKS WOG          BLACK DOT WEARER

Charges: 1. Good concept but cheesy/sloppy construction of lighted hardhat.
         2. Unwilling to share said hardhat with Neptune's Shellbacks.
         3. Slyly bringing Geena Davis for a tour of Alvin and not Sharing her
            with the Alvin Group (A capital offense).
         4. Guilty of re‑defining the term "excess baggage" 
         5. Guilty of enhancing and distributing lewd pictures of the
            "Crack if Doom"
         6. Guilty of turning the hydro lab into a reproduction of his
            WHOI lab inclusive of clutter, disarray, wiring nightmares
            and acoustic conflict.
         7. Builder of flashing strobe lights on ABE, which disturb the
            quiet creatures of Neptune's realm.
         8. Playing rude music in an attempt to chase trusty shellbacks from                   his lab.
         9. having been on countless cruises and failed to properly cross the                  Equator.
         10. spending all his energy to send a flashing and squeaking alien
             robot down to Neptune's realm
         11. Attempting to bribe his way out of wog duties through "favors"
             of an unspeakable nature.
 
Al Bradley   ALIEN WOG

Charges: 1. Not breathing during 10 minute explanation to a 10 second question.
         2. Generally over explaining any concept to the degree that all 
            within earshot prefer to live in ignorance.
         3. Being too protective of a parent to ABE.
         4. Using forest creatures to explain engineering questions.
         5. Co‑conspirator in investigating the Queens birth canal of
            new Neptune Realm and rudely referring to it as the "Crack
            of Doom" 
         6. driving its robot into the ship and defacing the seafloor
            with disabled motor and parts
         7. selecting seemingly too proper songs to mark each of ABE's 
            accomplishments
         8. having been on countless cruises and failed to properly cross the                  Equator.
         9. spending all his energy to send a flashing and squeaking alien
            robot down to Neptune's realm
         10. Accused of using all the ships pepto bismol
         11. Accused of backing up ships sanitation system

Dana     NERD WOG

Charges: 1. Not using forest creatures to answer engineering questions.
         2. Getting out of bed too late.
         3. Being an uncaring parent and letting ABE have the keys the car
            when it was still a teenager.
         4. Consuming too much caffeine.
         5. Guilty of finding unnatural enjoyment in probing the Queens
            most secret parts with cameras, sound, and pointed objects
            and disrespectfully referring to those parts as the "Crack of
            Doom".  
         6. Guilty of passing the secrets of being a true nerd to
            strangers from New Zealand while visiting Easter Island,
            thereby contaminating that pristine land surrounded by
            Neptune's Realm with Nerds Disease.
         7. Tying feathers and assorted fibers to hooks to create objects                      whose sole purpose is to give creatures of King Neptune's Realm
            a sore mouth.
         8. Claiming that fly fishing is NOT what Monica was doing.
         9. Being  fascinated by Frank Zappa's crude lyric  "why don't you
            go fuck yourself".
         10. selecting improper songs to mark each of ABE's accomplishments
         11. using forest creatures (Bambi's tail!) to lure King Neptune's
             subjects on a hook line
         12. having been on countless cruises and failed to properly cross the                  Equator.
         13. spending all his energy to send a flashing and squeaking alien
             robot down to Neptune's realm.
         14. Bipolar escapee from the Massachusetts Institute for the 
             Technologically Fixated who is scheming to convert all of 
             Neptune's creatures to autonomous status.
